In the present work, we analyse characteristic features of the pulses photoplethysmographic (PPG) 
Introduction
Stress is considered as the 'world health epidemic' of the 21 st century by the World Health Organisation and is perceived as a serious health condition [1] . Stress is actually the response of an organism to harmful situations or to a hostile environment that the individual perceives as a 'threat' [2] . The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS), has a direct function in the physical response to stress and is divided into the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS), responsible for reflexes for perceived danger and Parasympathetic nervous system, responsible for the 'rest and digest' phenomenon. The ANS signals the adrenal glands to release hormones called adrenalin and cortisol responsible for changes in heart rate, respiration rate, stiffness of arteries, digestive process to change and the glucose level in the bloodstream to increase for dealing with the currently perceived emotional emergency [3] . Chronic stress aggravate risk of cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, myocardial infarction, strokes and diabetes and can eventually become the cause of sudden death [5] .
Proper screening and monitoring of psychological stress has become an essential requirement and requires a reliable non-invasive tool for the continuous estimation of the stress level. The goal of ES3 [6] project is to develop an efficient tool for the estimation of stress which includes different physiological signals, biochemical markers and psychometric questionnaires, during physical, emotional and even chronic stress. In one of the pilot studies within the ES3 project, acute psychological stress was induced to healthy young volenteers using Trier social Stress Test (TSST) [10] - [11] . Each task has different demanding conditions generating stress in the subject. A previous study showed that respiratory frequency and heart rate variability analysis, when guided by respiration, could differentiate stress from relaxed stages of the protocol [7] .
There are evidences in research that acute mental stress has a prolonged unfavorable effect on arterial stiffness and wave reflections which can be estimated from the changes in the morphology of the Photoplethsmography (PPG) signal [8] . PPG is a non-invasive technique commonly applied for monitoring of hemodynamic changes in the cardiovascular system by illuminating tissue with a certain wavelength and measuring the transmitted or reflected light, which is even simpler to acquire than the ECG. PPG based analysis technique has been used for arrhythmia detection and detection of premature beats. One pulse of a PPG signal is composed of a systolic wave and a diastolic or reflected wave. The PPG pulse amplitude is related to ventricular filling and along with the relative position of the wave occurrance with respect to the QRS complex of ECG, can give vital indication of the changing homeostasis of the body condition under stress.
Computing in
The morphological variations of the PPG pulses occuring due to arterial stiffness among the relaxing and stressful sessions of the protocol are studied using a novel two step Gaussian mixture Modelling. The studied morphological features are the amplitudes (A 1 ,A 2 ), pulse wave arrival time (B 1 ,B 2 ), widths (C 1 ,C 2 ) of the systolic and reflected wave respectively, as well as the reflection index RI(A 1 /A 2 ) and time to reflection T 12 (B 2 − B 1 ).
2.
Material and method
Protocol setup and data collection
A database containing records from 25 volunteers (9 men and 16 women) in an age range of 21.56 ± 2.71 years was acquired in the University of Zaragoza (UZ). The protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee at the UZ [6] . The basal session (BL R ) consisted of a 35-minutes-length relaxing audition. The stress session tries to induce emotional stress by a modified version of the Trier Social Stress Test [8] . This session included the following stages:
• Baseline stage during stress session (BL S ): 10-minutes length relaxing audition.
• Story telling stage (ST ): 3 stories are told to the subject with a great amount of details requiring a lot of attention to remember.
• Memory task (MT ): the subject is requested to tell back every remembered detail within 30 seconds for each story.
• Stress anticipation (SA): subject is requested to wait for the evaluation of the memory test. The duration of this stage is 10 minutes.
• Video Display (V D): a projection of a video with the subject performance in the memory test is shown.
• Arithmetic Task (AT ): the subject has to count down from 1022 in steps of 13. In case of a calculation error, they were requested to restart from 1022 again. Although it is not expected to complete the countdown within 5 minutes, all the subjects were requested to do so to create an additional mental load. The last five stages are considered stressful. BL B , BL S and SA have longer duration than that of the other stages. The arithmetic task was assumed to be the most stressful of all as of the task due to it's nature and also because it is performed at the end of all the other stressful sessions. A detailed description of the protocol is presented in [7] . A pictorial overview of the protocol is depicted in Figure 1 . PPG signal preprocessing and pulse segmentation
The PPG signal was denoised using a zero phase lowpass butterworth filter with a cut off frequency of 20 Hz. To understand the underlying homeostasis of the subject under acute psychological stress and study the corresponding changes in the morphology of the PPG pulses one cardiac cycle was considered for analysis. Individual PPG pulses were segmented using a PPG basal point detecter developed in [12] . As the time duration of the pulse varies with the heart rate they were normalized/rescaled temporally to 1000 samples for homogenity of analysis. Also their amplitude were normalized to unit. The pulses distorted with noise are rejected and not consider for analysis using a covariance based outlier rejection method.
2.3.
Two step Gaussian mixture model Fitting and physiological feature A mathematical model based on the sum of two Gaussians was used for modelling the PPG pulse for extraction of the characteristic features. Since the pulses in the original signals are due to the superimposition of a forward (systolic) and a backward wave (reflected), we use a model consisting of two primary Gaussian (1):
(1)
Where the model parameters are: The estimated features are in samples from the time normalized pulses or say the rescaled features (denoted with the superscript "r") for better comparison of the pulses. Algorithm 1 presents the details of the calculations involved in estimation of the model (1) and then reverting back to the original time domain. To better capture the relevant features, it was proposed to perform the Gaussian fitting in two steps. We assume that the systolic pulse is the unique contributor to the uprising part of the PPG, and consequently we restrict the fitting of the systolic pulse to this part, to avoid the reflected pulse influencing the systolic estimation. Let, p(n) be the amplitude and time normalised pulse under analysis and the first approximate systolic wave be represented by s(n). Algorithm 1 gives the two step Gaussian mixture model.
Algorithm 1 : Two step Gaussian modelling of PPG pulses
Step1: Estimation of the approximate systolic wave s(n), Let, p(n) be one PPG pulse to be studied, where n=1...1000 p(max) = max{p(n)}; Now, the approximate systolic wave is given by,
Fit, s(n) with one Gaussian, f 1 (n) and estimating A r 1 , B r 1 , C r 1 , Once, fitted it gives a proper representation of the physiologically relevant signatures of the systolic part of the pulse
Step 2: Estimation of the residual e(n), e(n) = p(n) − f 1 (n), fitting with Gaussian f 2 (n) for estimating parameters A r 2 , B r 2 and C r 2
Computing the parameters RI r , T r 12 . Scaling back the parameters obtained, A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 , RI, T 12 to their original time and amplitude for physiological relevance using appropriate scaling factors.
The sum of the Gaussian f (n) = f 1 (n)+ f 2 (n) is now the representation of the pulse p(n) with an error factor. However, this suits the goal of the study as it was intended to estimate the primary systolic and the reflected waves properties and identify the related changes in various stages of the protocol to differentiate between stress stages from that of the relaxed stages.
For the physiological relevance the estimated parameters requires to be scaled back to their original time, we use the following scaling factors:
where, w is the original width in samples before resampling to 1000 samples, h is the actual height of the pulse and f s is the sampling rate. Norm. u. 
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Statistical Analysis
Once the parameters are extracted they were analysed for statistical significance using Wilcoxon test, where only (p value < 0.05 * and p value < 0.001 * * ) are considered as significantly different for identification of the stress stages of the protocol. Table 1 shows the overall results in terms of median and the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the dataset. The values are in second and are scaled back to match the temporal characteristic of the original pulses.
3.
Results and Discussion Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show an example of the two step gaussian model fitting of a pulse from BL s and an AT session respectively. It was revealed that the features B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 and T 12 are statistically significant for further classification of the stressing stages from the BL s stage. It was observed that the values for B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 are very different between the BL s and AT sessions of the protocol. Analyzing this differences we see that C 2 (width of the reflected pulse) is narrowed at stress stage, as can be hypothesized from a stiffer vessel provoking higher pulse speed and so lower width. The reverse is observed with C 1 and T 12 , which do not follow the mentioned hypothesis. A 1 , A 2 and RI are not considered for analysis in this manuscript because the two Gaussian functions f 1 (n) and f 2 (n) does not exctly coincide with the systolic and the reflected part of the PPG pulses. This can be due to the fact that more than two main pulses are the components of PPG [?] and hence claiming for more detailed modeling using more than two Gaussians to account for the extra pulse which can be disturbing the two pulse based modeling presented here.
Also, from an earlier study it has already been revealed that respiration and HRV indices are significantly changed during these stages showing the sympathetic activation. Future scope of this study includes classification of the subjects based on a scoring pattern once the stressed stages are being identified. Also we plan to include the biochemical markers acquired during the recording of the physiological signals.
Conclusion
Present analysis reveals that the characteristic features obtained from the morphology of the PPG pulses, changes from various stages among the protocol and is very different in the Arithmetic task session. This may be due to the fact that AT is the most demanding stage of the protocol because of the nature of the task itself and also because the stage is the last of all the stress sessions. These results are possible indicator of arterial stiffness marks expressed through the changes in the morphology of the PPG pulses induced due to psychological stress.
